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INTRO

Christmas Elf is a jolly 

meme and community token 

on the Binance Smart 

Chain.

He is on a journey to the 

moon and beyond for an 

endless amount of holidays 

spent in outer space.

We are determind to bring 

you all gifts in form of 

BUSD. 

Christmas are coming.



TOKEN 
ALLOCATION
Total Supply: 10,000,000,000,000,000

Tokens for Liquidity 98% (All the 

initial LP tokens are burned)

2% — Dev team

Initial Market Cap (estimate) $800

Listing on Pancakeswap 08/11/2021



WHY SHOULD YOU 
BUY?

Giving back is a great idea with massive value, but it rarely

motivates the minds of savvy investors amid trading.

Holders of $cElf will get yield rewards in BUSD (BEP20)

based on the volume.

It's Christmas time there is no need to be afraid!

At Christmas time, we let in light and we banish shade

And in our world of plenty, we can spread a smile of joy

Christmas is coming early this year!



ABOUT CHRISTMAS ELF TOKEN

Reflections

BUSD Reflection Earn automatic Binance pegged BUSD rewards 

by holding your $cElf token – 9% of every buy and sell 

transaction is automatically redistributed to all token 

holders. You will receive the rewards automatically in your 
wallet.

Liquidity pool

3% of every transaction is converted into liquidity for PancakeSwap.

Our Smart contract deposits 3% from every buy/sell transaction as 

$cElf and $BNB into a liquidity pool, the initial Liquidity pool tokens 

have been burnt and autoliquidity is going to burn address by 

default.



CHRISTMAS ELF
ROADMAP

Over 1500 holders
Marketing push & ads

Applications for CG/CMC

Phase 1

Project Design
Smart Contract deploy
Stealth Launch
500 holders
Marketing push Phase 2

Phase 3

Over 5000 holders
Marketing push & ads
Buyback and burn



DISCLAIMER
The content of this litepaper is for informational purposes only. It, in no way, 
constitutes a relationship hinged on contracts or legal agreements. The main 
intention of this litepaper is to present our potential users with important, 
reasonable, and feasible information for them to study thoroughly with regards to 
Christmas Elf token (cElf).

There is no section of this litepaper that can be interpreted to be a solicitation. No 
portion of this litepaper shall be regarded to be composed of any form of petition 
or solicitation for investors to participate in a business with us. This litepaer also 
cannot serve as a plea of an agreement or deal to buy or acquire a guarantee in 
any authority or capacity.

The topic area of this litepaper is not inclusive of and is not conditioned to, in any 
form or way, the rules and regulations of supreme authority or powers established 
to secure investors and their potential contracts. Some of the facts, data, and 
appraisal in this litepaper has potential information and declarations that are 
based on the anticipation of the owners/management of the platform. Any 
prospective declarations of such nature include the acknowledgement and 
awareness that some risks are feasible and highly likely to occur, with different 
results of what may have been calculated. So, this litepaper is not obligated to 
predict facts, statements, or expectations, and plans correctly.

Do your own research
Not f inancial advice


